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Abstract

In this paper we consider the stochastic multi-armed bandit with metric switching costs.
Given a set of locations (arms) in a metric space and prior information about the reward available
at these locations, cost of getting a sample/play at every location and rules to update the prior
based on samples/plays, the task is to maximize a certain objective function constrained to a
distance cost of L and cost of plays C. This fundamental problem models several stochastic
optimization problems in robot navigation, sensor networks, labor economics, etc.

In this paper we consider two natural objective functions – future utilization and finite
horizon. We develop a common duality-based framework to provide the first approximation
algorithms in the metric switching cost model, the approximation ratios being small constant
factors. Since both problems are Max-SNP hard, this result is the best possible. We also show
an “adaptivity” result, namely, there exists a policy which orders the arms and visits them in
that fixed order without revisiting any arm and this policy gives at least Ω(1) fraction reward
of the fully adaptive policy.

The overall technique involves a subtle variant of the widely used Gittins index, and the
ensuing structural characterizations will be independently of interest in the context of bandit
problems with complicated side-constraints.
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1 Introduction

A prevalent paradigm in sensor networks is to use and refine crude probabilistic models of sensed
data at various nodes via judiciously sensing and transmitting values [17, 16]; such a paradigm is
used, for instance, in the ecological monitoring and forecasting application in the Duke forest [19].
Consider running an extreme value query in a sensor network [37]: The base station has crude prior
models on the values sensed at each node in the network, and wishes to refine these estimates in
order to select a node that is sensing extreme values. The key constraint in this process is energy:
It costs energy to measure a value at a particular node, and it costs energy to transfer this process
to a new node. The goal is to optimally refine the estimates from the perspective of the query,
subject to a budget on the energy consumed in this process.

Such an estimation problem with switching costs was traditionally motivated in several contexts:
Price-setting under demand uncertainty [35], decision making in labor markets [28, 33, 7], and
resource allocation among competing projects [6, 22]. For instance [7, 6], consider a worker who
has a choice of working in k firms. A priori, she has no idea of her productivity in each firm. In each
time period, her wage at the current firm is an indicator of her productivity there, and partially
resolves the uncertainty in the latter quantity. Her expected wage in the period, in turn, depends
on the underlying (unknown) productivity value. At the end of each time step, she can change
firms in order to estimate her productivity at different places; however at the end of a “trial” period
of duration C, she must choose one firm and stick with it. Her payoff is her expected wage in the
finally chosen firm. The added twist is that changing firms does not come for free, and incurs a
cost to the worker. What should the strategy of the worker be to maximize her (expected) payoff?
A similar problem can be formulated from the perspective of a firm trying out different workers
with a priori unknown productivity to fill a post – again, there is a cost to switch between workers.
We make the very reasonable assumption that these costs define a metric. This assumption is also
clearly valid in a sensor network where the communication cost between nodes (and hence the cost
to transfer the estimation process to a new node) depends on geographic distance.

The above problems can be modeled using the celebrated stochastic multi-armed bandit (MAB)
framework [9, 11, 39] with an additional switching cost constraint [1, 2, 7, 6, 13]: We are given
a bandit with n independent arms1. When arm i is played, we observe a reward drawn from
an underlying distribution Di. A priori, this distribution is unknown; however, a prior Di is
specified over possible distributions. (For instance, if Di is a Bernoulli {0, a} distribution where
the probability of a is an unknown value t ∈ [0, 1], a possible prior Di is the Beta distribution over
the parameter t.) As the arm is played, the observed rewards resolve the prior into a posterior
distribution over possible reward distributions. The state space of the arm Si is the set of possible
posterior distributions. Suppose the arm is in state u ∈ Si, which corresponds to a certain posterior
distribution. Conditioned on this, each reward value is observed with a fixed probability, and causes
transition to a different state v ∈ Si. Let the expected reward observed on playing in state u be
Ru. Let puv denote the probability of transitioning to state v given a play in state u. We assume
the state space Si has polynomial size, and further, the that state transitions define a DAG rooted
at the state ρi corresponding to the prior distribution Di. Since the states correspond to evolution
of a prior distribution, we have a martingale property that Ru =

∑
v∈Si Rvpuv. The mapping

from priors to the state space is standard [11], and is illustrated in Section 2.6 in the context of
Dirichlet priors.

The cost model is as follows: If arm i is played in state u ∈ Si, the play cost is cu. We will
assume cu = 1 for the rest of this section so that the plays can be indexed by time; our results hold

1In the context of a sensor network, think of the nodes as arms, and the values they sense as random variables.
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for arbitrary cu. The arms are located in a metric space with distance function `. If the previous
play was for arm i and the next play is for arm j, the distance cost incurred is `ij . A policy is an
adaptive scheme for playing one arm per step, where the decision about which arm to play depends
on the current state of each arm (which in turn depends on the reward sequence observed from
previous plays for that arm). The start state of each arm is the root node ρi. The goal is to find
the policy that optimizes (expected) reward subject to constraints on both the play cost and distance
(or switching) cost.

The key assumption in all multi-armed bandit problems is that only the state of an arm being
played changes; all other arms retain their present state. The policy therefore defines a decision
tree of depth C over the joint state space of the n arms. Let Rt denote the reward observed for
the tth play; the goal is to design a policy that optimizes E[

∑∞
t=1 βtR

t]. Different bandit objectives
differ in the choice of ~β; these choices are illustrated, for instance, in [10].

Future Utilization. In the future utilization version of the problem, βC+1 = 1, and all other β
are zero. This corresponds to choosing the best arm (or best sensor node) at the end of the
trial period. At each leaf node of the decision tree of the policy, each arm i is in some final
state fi; the payoff of the policy for this leaf node is maxiRfi . The goal is to compute the
policy (or decision tree) for playing the arms whose expected payoff over all leaf nodes is
maximized. We again note that for any feasible policy, there are three constraints:

1. The total play cost is at most C in all decision paths. If the budget C is exhausted, the
policy must stop.

2. The total distance cost is at most L in all decision paths. The policy pays this cost
whenever it switches the arm being played. If the budget L is exhausted, the policy
must stop.

3. The policy has poly-size specification, and can be computed in poly-time. The input
specification is of size O(

∑
i |Si|2) which corresponds to the puv, Ru, cu values.

We note that the future utilization objective is already NP-Hard to maximize even when all
play costs cu = 1 and a single play reveals the full information about the arm [23], even in
the absence of distance costs.

Finite Horizon. We also consider the finite horizon version, where β1 = β2 = · · · = βC = 1. Here
we seek to maximize the sum of the rewards obtained by the policy in all the plays it makes.
The finite horizon objective is more standard, especially in the prior-free setting [5, 3, 4].

Discounted Reward. In the discounted reward setting, βt = γt for some γ ∈ (0, 1). Though we
will not consider this version, we note that due to its computational tractability, this is the
most widely studied version of the stochastic MAB problem. In particular, the celebrated
Gittins index policy [21] is optimal for this variant.

Results and Techniques: In this paper, we provide an O(1) approximation2 for the metric
switching cost version of the multi-armed bandit problem, for both the future and finite horizon
measures. The sensor network motivation also suggests that the policy must have compact de-
scription for switching between nodes, in particular: Is there a strategy which is non-adaptive, that

2The approximation ratio of an algorithm is the worst case over all inputs of the ratio of the value of the solution
it constructs to the value of the optimal solution for that instance. This is a standard measure for the performance
of polynomial time algorithms for NP-Hard problems; see for instance [38].
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is, does not visit the same arm twice and achieves comparable reward to a fully adaptive optimal
strategy? We settle this question also in the affirmative, that is even before playing any arm we
can fix an ordering and an associated strategy for each arm to explore.

Our key algorithmic technique is to reduce the multi-armed bandit problem, which is stochastic
in nature, to a deterministic combinatorial optimization problem, orienteering (see Definition 2).
In essence, our algorithm proceeds by considering, via the Lagrangean, a space of relaxed decision
policies that violate the play cost constraint but respect the distance cost constraint. We show
that the optimal solution in this relaxed space reduces to an orienteering problem, for which a
2 + ε approximation is known using the results from [12, 8, 15]. At this point, we do not use the
Lagrangean to solve the original relaxation, but instead, interpret the Lagrangean as yielding an
amortized way of accounting for the reward. This interpretation yields a choice of the Lagrange
multiplier and a simple policy that sequentially visits and plays the arms. We analyze this policy
by converting the amortization of the reward into a global accounting scheme that accounts for the
reward based on stopping condition rather than arm by arm. This global method shows the right
choice of the Lagrange multiplier in retrospect.

For the future utilization version, this technique yields a 4 + ε-approximation, which reduces
to 3 + ε in the absence of switching costs. Our algorithmic technique is similar to that used
in [27] in the context of the entirely different restless bandit problems (where the state of an arm
varies even if it is not played) – this showcases the power of this technique in handling diverse
stochastic bandit problems even in the presence of arbitrary side constraints. This technique can be
used as a generic framework for reducing bandit-type problems to more manageable combinatorial
optimization problems.

Related Work. The future utilization problem without switching costs (a.k.a. budgeted learning),
is well-known in literature [9, 24, 25, 32, 36, 39]. A preliminary version of this paper [25] presents
the first 4-approximation algorithm using an LP based approach. Goel et al. [24] extend this to
define a ratio index policy that computes indexes for each arm in isolation and plays the arm with
the highest index. They show that this policy is a 4.54 approximation. This is analogous to the
famous Gittins index [21, 11] that is optimal for the discounted reward setting. We show the precise
connection between these index policies and our technique in Section 2.6, and as a side-effect, show
that not only is our technique generalizable to incorporate switching costs (unlike indices), but in
addition, the computation time needed for our algorithm is not any worse than the time needed to
compute such indices. We note that since our problems generalize orienteering, which is already
Max-SNP hard, constant factor approximations are best possible (see Section 4).

Though it is widely acknowledged [7, 13] that the right model for bandit problems should have
a cost for switching arms, the key hurdle is that even for the discounted reward version, index
policies stop being optimal. Banks and Sundaram [7] provide an illuminating discussion of this
aspect, and highlight the technical difficulty in designing reasonable policies. In fact, to the best of
our knowledge there was no prior theoretical results on stochastic multi-armed bandit with metric
switching costs. We note that this problem is very different from the Lipshitz MAB considered in
[30] where the rewards of the bandits correlate to their position in the metric space.

The multi-armed bandit has an extensively studied problem since its introduction by Robbins
in [34]. From this starting point the literature diverges into a number of (often incomparable)
directions, based on the objective and the information available. In context of theoretical results,
the typical goal [14, 29, 18] has been to assume that the agent has absolutely no knowledge of ρi
(model free assumption) and then the task has been to minimize the “regret” or the lost reward,
that is comparing the performance of the agent to a superagent who has full knowledge, and plays
the best arm from the start. It is easy to show that with sufficiently small play-cost budgets and
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with switching costs, the regret against an all-powerful adversary is too large, and hence the need
for the Bayesian approach [9, 11, 39] considered here. The difficulty in the Bayesian approach is
computational – these problems can be solved by dynamic programming over the joint (product)
state space

∏
i |Si| which is exponential in the number of arms. We therefore seek approximation

algorithms in this setting.

Roadmap: In Section 2, we present a 4+ε approximation to the future utilization measure. In Sec-
tion 3, we present a O(1) approximation for the finite horizon measure, using a connection to future
utilization implicit in [24]. In Section 4, we present evidence that constant factor approximations
are the best possible for the problems we consider.

2 Future Utilization Problem: Notation

Recall that we are given n arms. The distance cost of switching from arm i to arm j is `ij ∈ Z+;
this defines a metric. The arm i has a state space Si, which is a DAG with root (or initial state)
ρi. If the arm i is played in a state u ∈ Si, it transitions to state v ∈ Si with probability puv; the
play costs cu ∈ Z+ and yields expected reward Ru. Since the states correspond to evolution of a
prior distribution, we have a martingale property that Ru =

∑
v∈Si Rvpuv.

The system starts at an arm i0. A policy, given the outcomes of the actions so far (which
decides the current states of all the arms), makes one of the following decisions (i) play the arm it
is currently on; (ii) play a different arm (paying the switching cost); or (iii) stop and choose the
current arm i in state u ∈ Si, obtaining its reward Ru as the payoff. Any policy is subject to rigid
constraints that the total play cost is at most C and the total distance cost is at most L on all
decision paths. Although our algorithm will only stop and choose an arm i when it is already at
arm i, we allow the policies to choose any arm as long as the arm was visited sometime in the past.

The goal is to find the policy with maximum expected payoff. We focus on constructing, in poly-
nomial time, policies with possibly implicit poly-size specification in the input size O(

∑n
i=1 |Si|2).

Let OPT denote both the optimal solution as well as its value.

2.1 Lagrangean Relaxation

We describe a sequence of relaxations to the optimal policy. We first delete all arms j such that
`i0j > L. No feasible policy can reach such an arm without exceeding the distance cost budget.
Let P denote the set of policies on the remaining arms that can perform one of three actions:
(1) Choose current arm and ignore this arm in the future; (2) Play current arm; or (3) Switch to
different (unchosen) arm. Such policies have no constraints on the play costs, but are required to
have distance cost L on all decision paths. Further, a policy P ∈ P can choose multiple arms, and
obtain payoff equal to the sum of the rewards Ru of the corresponding states. Note that any arm
can be chosen at most once, and if so, cannot be played in the future. The original problem had a
stricter requirement that only one arm could be chosen, and if a choice is made, the plays stop.

Given a policy P ∈ P define the following quantities in expectation over the decision paths: Let
I(P ) denote the expected number of arms finally chosen; R(P ) be the expected reward obtained
from the chosen arms; C(P ) denote the expected play cost. Note that any policy P ∈ P needs to
have distance cost at most L on all decision paths. Consider the following optimization problem:

(M1) : max
P∈P

{
R(P )

∣∣∣∣ C(P )
C

+ I(P ) ≤ 2
}

Proposition 2.1. OPT is feasible for (M1).
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Proof. We have I(OPT ) = 1, C(OPT ) ≤ C; since OPT ∈ P, this shows it is feasible for (M1).

Let the optimum solution of (M1) be OPT ′ and the corresponding policy be P ∗ such that
R(P ∗) = OPT ′ ≥ OPT . Note that P ∗ need not be feasible for the original problem, since, for
instance, it enforces the play cost constraint only in expectation over the decision paths. We now
consider the Lagrangean of the above for λ > 0, and define the problem M2(λ):

M2(λ) : max
P∈P

fλ(P ) = 2λ+ max
P∈P

(
R(P )− λ

(
C(P )
C

+ I(P )
))

Definition 2.1. V (λ) = maxP∈P
(
R(P )− λ

(
C(P )
C + I(P )

))
.

We re-iterate that the only constraint on the set of policies P is that the distance cost is at
most L on all decision paths. The critical insight, which explicitly uses the fact that in the MAB
the state of an inactive arm does not change, is the following:

Lemma 2.1. For any λ ≥ 0, given any P ∈ P, there exists a P ′ ∈ P that never revisits an arm
that it has already played and switched out of, such that fλ(P ′) ≥ fλ(P ).

Proof. We will use the fact that Si is finite in our proof. Suppose P ∈ P revisits an arm. Consider
the deepest point in the decision tree P where at decision node α, it is at arm i, took a decision to
move to arm j (child decision node β) and later, on one of the decision paths descending from this
point, revisits arm i. Call (α, β) to be “offending”.

Note that starting at decision node β, the decision tree Pβ satisfies the condition that no arm
is revisited. Compress all the actions corresponding to staying in arm j starting at β to a single
decision “super-node”. This “super node” corresponds to the outcome of plays on arm j starting
at β. But the critical part is that the plays of the arm j does not affect the state of the other arms
(due to independence and the fact that inactive arms do not change state). Also the subtrees that
were children of this super-node do not have any action related to arm j by assumption. These
subtrees are followed with different probabilities that sum up to 1.

Therefore we can choose the subtree T of the super-node which has the maximum value of
fλ(T ), and use this subtree irrespective of the outcomes of arm j. This yields a new policy P ′ so
that fλ(P ′) ≥ fλ(P ), and furthermore, the distance cost of P ′ is at most L in all decision paths,
so that P ′ is feasible. By the repeated application of the above, the subtree Pβ can be changed to
a path over super-nodes (which correspond to actions at an arm which is never revisited), without
decreasing fλ(P ). From now on we will refer to Pβ as a “path” in this sense.

Now suppose the arm i corresponding to the play at decision node α, which is the parent of
decision node β, is played in this path Pβ. The consider moving the entire super-node corresponding
to arm i in Pβ, to just after node α, so that arm i is played according to this super-node before
visiting arm j (as dictated by the decision node β). By independence of the arms, the intermediate
plays in Pβ before reaching arm i do not affect the state of arm i, and hence the move preserves
the states of all the arms. Further, the distance cost of the new policy is only smaller, since the
cost of switching into and out of arm i is removed. Note that (α, β) is not “offending” any more,
and we have not introduced any new offending pairs of decision nodes. By repeated application of
the above the proposition follows.

Note that the above is not true for policies restricted to be feasible for (M1). This is because
the step where we use sub-tree T regardless of the outcome of the super-node corresponding to
j need not preserve the (implicit) constraint I(P ) ≤ 2, since this depends on whether node j is
chosen or not by the super-node. The Lagrangean M2(λ) makes the overall objective additive in
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the (new) objective values of the super-nodes, with the only constraint being that the distance cost
is preserved. Since this cost is preserved in each decision branch, it is preserved by using the best
sub-tree T regardless of the outcome of the super-node corresponding to j.

Let Pi denote the set of all policies that play only arm i. Such a policy at any point in time
can (i) play the arm; (ii) stop and choose the arm; or (iii) stop and not choose the arm. Note that
the policy can choose the arm at most once in any decision path, but is otherwise unconstrained.
Further note that expected play cost C(P ) and reward R(P ) are defined for such a policy, but not
distance cost. The start state of the policy is ρi ∈ Si, and the state space is Si.

Definition 1. Qi(λ) = maxP∈Pi R(P )− λ
(
C(P )
C + I(P )

)
.

Lemma 2.2. Qi(λ) and the corresponding policy can be computed in time polynomial in |Si|.

Proof. This is a straightforward dynamic program. Let Gain(u) to be the maximum of the objective
of the single-arm policy conditioned on starting at u ∈ Si. If u has no children, then if we “play”
at node u, then there is no further actions for the policy and so the Gain(u) = −λ cuC in this case.
Stopping and not doing anything corresponds to Gain(u) = 0. “Choosing” this arm corresponds
to a gain of Ru − λ. Therefore we set Gain(u) = max{0, Ru − λ} in this case.

If u had children, playing would correspond to a gain of −λ cuC +
∑

v puvGain(v). Choosing the
arm would correspond to gain Ru − λ. Therefore we have:

Gain(u) = max

{
0, −λcu

C
+
∑
v

puvgain(v), Ru − λ

}
We have Gain(ρi) = Qi(λ). This will clearly take polynomial time in |Si|.

Definition 2. In the orienteering problem [12, 8, 15], we are given a metric space G(V,E), where
each node v ∈ V has a reward rv. There is a start node s ∈ V , and a distance bound L. The goal
is to find that tour P starting at s, such that

∑
v∈P rv is maximized, subject to the length of the

tour being at most L.

Now recall that the optimal solution to M2(λ) is 2λ + V (λ). An immediate consequence of
Lemma 2.1 is the following:

Corollary 2.3. Define a graph G(V,E), where node i ∈ V corresponds to arm i. The distance
between nodes i and j is `ij, and the reward of node i is Qi(λ). The optimum solution V (λ) of
M2(λ) is the optimal solution to the orienteering problem on G starting at node i0 and respecting
rigid distance budget L.

Proof. Consider any n-arm policy P ∈ P. By Lemma 2.1, the decision tree of the policy can be
morphed into a sequence of “super-nodes”, one for playing each arm, such that the decision about
which arm to play next is independent of the outcomes for the current arm. The policy maximizing
fλ(P ) will therefore choose the best policy in Pi for each single arm as the “super-node” (obtaining
objective value precisely Qi(λ)), and visit these subject to the constraint that the distance cost is
at most L. This is precisely the orienteering problem on the graph defined above.

Theorem 2.4. For some constant ε > 0, assume Qi(λ) ∈
[
ελn , λ

]
for all arms i. Then, V (λ) has

a (2 + ε)-approximation (that we will denote W (λ)) in time polynomial in
∑n

i=1 |Si|.

Proof. This follows from the (2 + ε)-approximation algorithm of Chekuri et al. [15] for the orien-
teering problem. Their result holds only when the Qi(λ) are integers in a polynomial range. If the
Qi(λ) ∈

[
ελn , λ

]
, then round them in powers of (1 + ε) to make them integers, and then apply the

factor 2 + ε approximation algorithm.
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2.2 Choosing and Interpreting the Penalty λ

Recall that optimal value to the problem (M1) is at least OPT . We first relate OPT to the optimal
value 2λ+ V (λ) of the problem M2(λ). We ignore the factor (1 + ε) in the result in Theorem 2.4.

Lemma 2.5. For any λ ≥ 0, we have 2λ+ V (λ) ≥ OPT .

Proof. This is simply weak duality: For the optimal policy P ∗ to (M1), we have I(P ∗)+C(P ∗)/C ≤
2. Since this policy is feasible for M2(λ) for any λ ≥ 0, the claim follows.

Lemma 2.6. For constant δ > 0, we can choose a λ∗ in polynomial time so that for the result-
ing orienteering tour (of value W (λ)) on the subset S of arms constructed by the approximation
algorithm, we have: (1) λ∗ ≥ OPT

4 (1− δ); and (2) W (λ) =
∑

i∈S Qi(λ
∗) ≥ OPT

4 (1− δ).

Proof. First note that as λ increases, the value of any policy P ∈ Pi reduces, which implies Qi(λ)
decreases. For λ ≥

∑n
i=1

∑
u∈Si Ru, the optimal policy for arm i does not play the arm, so that

Qi(λ) = 0 for all arms i. For λ = 0, we have Qi(λ) > 0. This implies the following algorithm to find
λ∗ such that W (λ∗) ≈ λ∗. Start with λ =

∑n
i=1

∑
u∈Si Ru and decrease it in powers of (1 + ε). For

each value of λ, compute all Qi(λ). Throw out all arms with Qi(λ) < ελn . This decreases the value
of any orienteering tour by at most ελ. Now, if some arm i reachable from the root has Qi(λ) > λ,
then the value of the tour is larger than λ, so that λ can be increased further. Otherwise, we have
Qi(λ) ∈

[
ελn , λ

]
for all i and we can apply Theorem 2.4 to find a 2 approximation to the reward.

Let the value of this approximation be W (λ). We have: W (λ) ≥ 1
2 (V (λ)− ελ). By Lemma 2.5:

W (λ) ≥ 1
2

(V (λ)− ελ) ≥ 1
2

(OPT − (2 + ε)λ) ⇒ (1 + ε/2)λ+W (λ) ≥ OPT

2
(1)

As λ is decreased, we encounter a point where: W (λ) ≤ λ, and for λ′ = λ(1 − ε), we have
W (λ′) > λ′. Set λ∗ = λ′. For these choices, by Equation (1), we must have: λ = λ′(1 + ε) ≥
OPT

4 (1− ε), and W (λ′) ≥ OPT
4 (1− ε). Now choose λ∗ = λ′ and δ as a appropriate function of ε.

As in Theorem 2.4, we will ignore the constant δ > 0 in the remaining analysis.

2.3 Amortized Accounting of the Reward

Consider the single-arm policy P ∗i ∈ Pi that corresponds to the value Qi(λ∗). This policy performs
one of three actions for each state u ∈ Si: (i) Play the arm at cost cu; (ii) Choose the arm in
the current state, and stop; or (iii) Stop, but do not choose the arm. For this policy, note that
R(P ∗i ) = Qi(λ∗) + λ∗ (I(P ∗i ) + C(P ∗i )/C). This implies the reward R(P ∗i ) of this policy can be
amortized, so that for state u ∈ Si, the reward is collected as follows:

1. An upfront reward of Qi(λ∗) when the play for the arm initiates at the root ρ ∈ Si.

2. A reward of λ∗cu/C for playing the arm in u ∈ Si.

3. A reward of λ∗ when the policy stops and chooses the arm in state u ∈ Si.

This amortization shows the following lemma. The same is not true if the policy P ∗i is executed
incompletely, for instance, if it is terminated prematurely.

Lemma 2.7. If the arm i is played starting at the root ρ ∈ Si according to policy P∗i , and the
reward is generated according to the above amortized method, then the expected reward of the policy
is precisely Qi(λ∗).
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2.4 Final Policy and Analysis

Policy for Future utilization

1. Define the problem (M1). Approximately solve the Lagrangean M2(λ∗) for λ∗ computed in
Lemma 2.6. The policy is an orienteering tour of length at most L on a subset S∗ of arms,
combined with a single arm policy P ∗

i for each arm i ∈ S∗ whose value is Qi(λ∗).

2. Traverse the orienteering tour, and for each arm i encountered, play the arm according to
policy P ∗

i , with the stopping conditions:

(a) If P ∗
i stops and chooses arm i, then the final policy also stops and chooses arm i.

(b) If P ∗
i stops and does not choose arm i, move to the next arm on the orienteering tour.

(c) If the arms in S∗ are exhausted, then stop.

(d) If the policy runs out of cost budget C, stop and choose the current arm i.

Figure 1: The Final Policy for Future Utilization.

The final policy is now extremely simple, and shown in Figure 1. In order to perform the
analysis, first make the following modification to the final policy: If the stopping condition (2d) is
encountered and the current arm is i, play the policy P ∗i to completion and then stop and choose
arm i. This exceeds the budget C. The original policy differs from the modified policy in that
when the budget C is exhausted and the current state is u ∈ Si, the original policy chooses the
current arm i and obtains reward Ru, while the new policy plays policy P ∗i to completion (and may
or may not choose the arm on different decision paths). However, by the martingale property of
the rewards, the expected future reward of P ∗i even if it chooses the arm on all decision paths is
the same as the current reward Ru of state u ∈ Si. Therefore, the original policy has at least as
much expected reward as the modified policy. Therefore, we will focus on analyzing the modified
policy that in Step (2d), plays the current arm i to completion according to policy P ∗i .

Ignoring the ε, δ in Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 2.6, we now have:

Lemma 2.8. The modified final policy, that in Step (2d), plays the current arm i to completion
according to policy P ∗i , has reward at least OPT/4.

Proof. For the modified policy, the reward can be accounted for in the amortized sense discussed
in Section 2.3. First note that when the policy visits arm i and starts executing the policy P ∗i
starting at state ρi ∈ Si, this policy executes to completion and the execution is independent of
the execution of previously played arms. This implies that when the final policy visits arm i, the
reward from this arm can be accounted as: Give the system a reward of Qi(λ∗). For every play of
cost c, give a reward of λ∗ cC , and if the arm is chosen (so that the final policy stops and chooses
this arm), give a reward of λ∗. It is clear from Lemma 2.7 that the expected reward of the final
policy according to this amortization is the same as the expected reward of the finally chosen arm
(i.e., the expected reward of the policy). Now, in order to estimate this expected reward, we take
a global view of this amortization. Instead of summing the amortized rewards over the random set
of arms encountered, we sum these rewards based on the stopping condition the policy encounters.
There are three cases:

1. The final policy exhausts all arms. In this case, the accrued amortized reward is at least∑
i∈S Qi(λ

∗) ≥ OPT/4.

2. The final policy runs out of budget C. In that case, since the reward per play is λ∗

C per unit
cost, the accrued reward is at least λ∗ ≥ OPT

4 .
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3. The final policy chooses some arm i. However, the amortized reward per choice is λ∗ ≥ OPT
4 .

Since the above cases are exhaustive, the modified final policy yields amortized reward at least
OPT

4 , which is the same as the actual reward.

As shown above, the reward of the final policy was only larger before we modified Step (2d).
Therefore, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 2.9. For the stochastic multi-armed bandit problem with metric switching costs under
the future utilization measure, there exists a poly-time computable ordering of the arms and a policy
for each arm, such that a solution which plays the arms using those fixed policies, in that fixed order
without revisiting any arm, has reward at least 1

4 − ε times that of the best adaptive policy, where
ε > 0 is any small constant.

The above implies an improved approximation to the budgeted learning problem [25, 24], which
is the special case where all distances are zero (so that there is no cost for switching between arms).

Corollary 2.10. For any constant ε > 0, the budgeted learning problem has a 3+ ε approximation.

Proof. In this case, the value V (λ) of the problem M2(λ) is computable in polynomial time, since
it is precisely

∑n
i=1Qi(λ). Since 2λ+V (λ) ≥ OPT by Lemma 2.5, choose λ∗ so that V (λ∗) ≥ OPT

3
and λ∗ ≥ OPT

3 . Now the policy in Figure 1 is trivially a 3 + ε approximation.

2.5 Extensions

Theorem 2.9 can be easily extended to show some interesting corollaries. We first consider the case
of point priors and no switching costs. Here, the underlying reward of the arm is deterministic, so
that the prior knowledge is a distribution over these values. In this setting, a single play resolves
this distribution into a deterministic posterior. Formally, the prior distributional knowledge Xi is
a discrete distribution over values {ai1, ai2, . . . , aim}, so that Pr[Xi = aij ] = pij for j = 1, 2, . . . ,m.
The state space Si of the arm is as follows: The root node ρi has rρi = E[Xi] = µi. For j =
1, 2, . . . ,m, state ij has rij = aij , and pρiij = pij . Since the underlying reward distribution is simply
a deterministic value, the state space is 2-level, defining a star graph with ρi being the root, and
i1, i2, . . . , im being the leaves.

Corollary 2.11. In the case of point-priors and no switching costs, there is a 3 + ε approximate
policy that chooses the subset of arms to play in advance, before the results of any play are revealed.

Proof. The sequential policy constructed in Figure 1 satisfies this property in the case of point
priors. In the Lagrangean solution, each arm is either played once or not played at all. Therefore,
the sequential policy must necessarily stop after playing the first few arms that cost a total of at
most C. If the arms are all played upfront before choosing the final arm, this can only yield larger
reward than the reward obtained by the sequential policy.

We next consider the case (with switching costs) where the policy is allowed to choose K > 1
arms and obtain the sum of the rewards of their final states. In this case OPT would have satisfied
I(P ) ≤ K and the Lagrangean modification would have been +λ(2 − I(P )/K − C(P )/C). The
remaining policy and analysis would be identical, except for the modification that the sequential
policy in Figure 1 stops choosing if it has already chosen K arms. Therefore, we have:

Corollary 2.12. There is a 4+ε approximation for the future utilization problem where the objective
after playing the arms is to choose K arms and obtain the sum of their final rewards.
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We finally note that our analysis assumes that the play costs cu can depend on the nodes.
Suppose now that the cost of making m consecutive plays on an arm is some concave function
fi(m). This is a realistic economies of scale assumption, where performing more tests or experiments
with the same setup becomes progressively cheaper, whereas switching to a new setup (or arm)
is expensive. We simply make the play cost of states in the mth level in the state space Si to be
equal to fi(m). Clearly, the new play cost of a state u ∈ Si is a lower bound on the play cost that
OPT would pay if it plays the arm i in state u: this is the actual cost if OPT never switched out
of this arm, and is lower than the actual cost if OPT switched out and then back into that arm.
Therefore, OPT satisfies the constraint that the total modified play cost on all decision paths is at
most C. Since the final policy in Figure 1 does not switch out of an arm, the actual play cost and
modified play costs coincide for this policy. Therefore, Theorem 2.9 implies:

Corollary 2.13. The policy in Figure 1 is a 4 + ε approximation to the version of the future
utilization problem where the cost of m consecutive plays of arm i is a concave function fi(m).

2.6 Discussion

The most widely used policy for the discounted version of the multi-armed bandit problem is the
Gittins index policy [21]. We consider its adaptation to budgeted learning (no switching costs),
the ratio index, due to Goel, Khanna, and Null [24]. Recall our interpretation of Qi(λ): Any
policy for arm i is given λ per choice on average, and λ/C per play per unit cost on average. The
value Qi(λ) is the optimal excess reward the policy can earn given these average values, which is
maxP∈Pi R(P ) − λ(C(P )/C + I(P )). This can be generalized to an equivalent definition Qi(λ, u)
for policies whose start state is u ∈ Si (instead of being ρi). The ratio index for u ∈ Si is:

Ratio Index = Πi(u) = max{λ | Qi(λ, u) > 0}

In other words, unlike our balancing rule, the ratio index is the maximum average reward λ per
state, for which the excess reward of the optimal single arm policy with that start state is zero.
The ratio index policy plays the arm with the highest ratio index every step, and is shown to be
a 4.54 approximation for budgeted learning in the absence of switching costs. The famous Gittins
index [21, 11] is similarly defined (refer to the fixed charge problem of Weber [20]) for the discounted
version, and is known to be optimal for that version. We note however that for the future utilization
version, no index policy can be optimal [32, 24].

The key drawback of these policies is that since the index is defined for each state separately,
the execution leads to complicated priorities between arms, so that the algorithms and analyses do
not generalize easily when side constraints such as switching costs are present [7, 13]. Our technique
provides an alternative method, where a global average reward λ∗ is computed by balancing the
total excess reward with the average reward, and the corresponding single-arm policies are executed
sequentially in arbitrary order. This has the following advantages:

1. For any λ, computing the value Qi(λ) has running time comparable to computing the ratio
index (or Gittins index), since the dynamic program is the same in either case.

2. The sequentiality of execution and the indifference to ordering makes it easy to generalize the
policies to incorporate switching costs, something that was not previously known for even the
discounted reward version where the Gittins index is optimal in the absence of such costs.

3. The (3 + ε) approximation our technique shows for budgeted learning is superior to the 4.54
approximation shown for the ratio index policy [24].
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Example of State Space. If the underlying distribution of an arm is Bernoulli(1, θ), where θ
is unknown, its conjugate prior is the Beta distribution. A Beta distribution with parameters
α1, α2 ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, which we denote B(α1, α2) has p.d.f. of the form cθα1−1(1 − θ)α2−1, where c
is a normalizing constant. B(1, 1) is the uniform distribution, which corresponds to having no a
priori information. The distribution B(α1, α2) corresponds to the current (posterior) distribution
over the possible values of the bias θ after having observed (α1− 1) 0’s and (α2− 1) 1’s. Given this
distribution as our belief, the expected value of theta is α1

α1+α2
.

The state space Si is a DAG, whose root ρi encodes the initial belief B(α1, α2) about θ, so that
rρi = α1

αρ1+α2
. When the arm is played in this state, the state evolves depending on the outcome

observed – if the outcome is 1, which happens w.p. α1
α1+α2

, the child u has belief B(α + 1, α2), so
that ru = α1+1

α1+α2+1 , and pρu = α1
α1+α2

; if the outcome is 0, the child v has belief B(α1, α2 + 1),
rv = α1

α1+α2+1 , and pρv = α2
α1+α2

. In general, if the DAG Si has depth C (corresponding to playing
the arm at most C times), it has O(C2) states.

Computational Issues. The key bottleneck in the computation is finding the value Qi(λ). As
discussed above, this is no harder than computing the ratio index (or Gittins index) for the arm,
and takes O(|Si|2) time. Note however that the state space typically corresponds to the evolution
of a parametrized prior distribution, so that |Si| can be exponential in the implicit representation
of this distribution. This is also typically a concern even for the computation of the Gittins index.
However, we show below that for the canonical Dirichlet prior over multinomial distributions, the
state space can be made poly-bounded in C if we are willing to tolerate an additive ε loss in reward.
Such guarantees seem possible for other parametrized densities as well. Since this is not the main
focus of this paper, we have assumed throughout that Gittins index-type computations can be
performed efficiently.

In the case of Dirichlet priors, there are K possible reward values, 0 ≤ s1 ≤ s2 ≤ · · · ≤ sK = 1.
The underlying distribution is an unknown multinomial distribution D over these values, where
Pr[D = sj ] = xj . At the outset, a Dirichlet prior D(n0

1, n
0
2, . . . , n

0
K) is specified over possible

{(x1, x2, . . . , xK) |
∑K

j=1 xj = 1}. Here, each n0
i is a positive integer.

For Dirichlet prior D(n1, n2, . . . , nK), for any x1, x2, . . . , xK with
∑K

j=1 xj = 1, we have:

Pr [D = (x1, x2, . . . , xK)] ∝ ΠK
j=1x

nj−1
j

A Dirichlet prior evolves in a simple fashion. If the current prior isD(n1, n2, . . . , nK), the probability
of observing sj is nj/(

∑K
k=1 nk), and conditioned on observing sj , the posterior distribution is

D (n1, n2, . . . , nj−1, nj + 1, nj+1, . . . , nK). This defines the evolution of the state space: The root
ρi has vector ~N0 = (n0

1, n
0
2, . . . , n

0
K). The root has K children; child j is reached when sj is

observed on playing, which happens w.p. n0
j/(
∑K

k=1 n
0
k), and resulting the child state corresponds

to the posterior D(n0
1, n

0
2, . . . , n

0
j−1, n

0
j +1, n0

j+1, . . . , n
0
K). If the current state u corresponds to prior

D(n1, n2, . . . , nK), the expected reward Ru = (
∑K

j=1 sjnj)/(
∑K

k=1 nk).
Therefore, over C time steps, the number of possible posterior distributions is the same as the

number of multi-sets of size C over the ground set {s1, s2, . . . , sK}, which is at most CK . This is
an upper bound on |Si|, and is polynomial if K is a constant. Therefore, for Beta priors (defined
over Bernoulli variables) that correspond to K = 2, the state space is polynomial.

If K is large, consider a different ground set of rewards {ε, 2ε, 3ε, . . . , 1} of size q = 1
ε . For

j = 1, 2, . . . , q, let Uj denote the set of original rewards s1, s2, . . . , sK that fall in the interval
((j − 1)ε, jε]. Whenever the original policy observes reward sk ∈ Uj , pretend that the reward
observed was jε. For the priorD(n0

1, n
0
2, . . . , n

0
K), definem0

j =
∑

sk∈Uj n
0
k, and pretend that the prior
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is D(m0
1,m

0
2, . . . ,m

0
q). This corresponds to modifying each underlying multinomial distribution

so that if the original distribution D had Pr[D = sj ] = xj , the new distribution D′ has yk =
Pr[D′ = kε] =

∑
sj∈Uk xj . The prior D(n0

1, n
0
2, . . . , n

0
K) over possible (x1, x2, . . . , xK) now yields in

a natural fashion the prior D(m0
1,m

0
2, . . . ,m

0
q) over possible (y1, y2, . . . , yq). In this process, since

each multinomial distribution is translated by at most ε while the probability distribution over
possible distributions is preserved, the reward of the optimal policy is shifted by at most ε. The
new state space has size C1/ε, which is polynomial for any constant ε > 0. This implies that by
losing an additive ε in the reward, the state space can be made poly-bounded for Dirichlet priors.

3 The Finite Horizon Version

In this problem, the description of the state space, distances, and costs are as before. The key
difference is in the description of the policy and the objective function: In this case, any policy is
faced with three decisions: (i) make a play at the same arm as the previous play (ii) make a play at
a different arm and pay the switching cost, or (iii) stop. Note that the key difference from before
is that the policy does not need to choose an arm finally. As before, the policy is subject to rigid
constraints that the total play costs sum to at most C and the total distance costs sum to at most
L. At any step when the policy plays arm i in state u ∈ Si, it obtains expected reward Ru. The
goal is to find the feasible policy whose total expected reward is maximized. Unlike before where
the payoff was the reward of the finally chosen arm, in this case, the policy’s payoff is the total
reward of all the plays it makes. The system starts in arm i0. Let the optimal policy be OPT .

Assumption. The play costs are uniform for an arm, i.e. cu = ci for all i, u ∈ Si, where 0 ≤ ci ≤ C.
To solve the finite horizon problem with switching costs, we could use the same argument as

for future utilization; however, this would violate the cost constraint by a constant factor, as we
cannot use the martingale argument to pre-maturely terminate a policy P ∗i when the cost budget
exceeds. We instead use an argument from [24] relating the future and finite horizon measures.

3.1 Defining a Future Utilization Problem

First, separate out arms with ci > C/2. Only one of these arms can be played by any policy;
consider the best of these. If this yields more than half the reward of the optimal policy, we are
already done, else the remaining arms yield at least half the reward. We therefore assume ci ≤ C

2
for all arms i.

In the future utilization problem, we modify the rewards of the states: A policy obtains modified
reward ru = Ru

ci
if arm i in state u ∈ Si is finally chosen. Define the optimal value of this future

utilization problem with rewards ru and cost budget C as VC ; let the value of the corresponding
relaxation (M1) be MC ; and finally let JC denote the value of the optimal finite horizon solution
using the original rewards Ru. Note that by the results in the previous section, we can compute a
constant factor approximation to MC and VC .

Lemma 3.1 (also in [24]). VC ≥ JC
C .

Proof. Consider the optimal finite horizon policy of value JC . Consider this as spending play cost
continuously and obtaining reward ru per unit cost in state u ∈ Si continuously. The average
reward per unit cost is JC

C . This implies there is a certain cost c∗ that the expected reward per
unit cost being obtained at the point when c∗ cost has been spent is at least JC

C . The future reward
policy executes the past reward policy until the next play will exceed c∗ cost, and then chooses the
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arm that would be played next. This has expected reward VC of the future utilization policy is
therefore at least JC

C .

3.2 Algorithm and Analysis

Algorithm for Finite Horizon Version

1. Solve the future utilization problem on rewards ru with play cost budget C/2.

2. Execute the future utilization policy.

3. Play the arm chosen by this policy using budget C/2. This does not incur extra distance cost.

Figure 2: The policy for finite horizon version.

The overall algorithm is simple and shown in Figure 2. We first have the following lemma:

Lemma 3.2. The value of the policy in Figure 2 is C
8MC/2.

Proof. In some decision path of the future utilization policy executed in Step (2), suppose arm i
in state u ∈ Si is chosen. Then the value gained by the future utilization problem is ru = Ru

ci
.

Since all future plays in Step (3) cost the same and since C ≥ 2ci, the number of subsequent plays
(including the play in Step (2)) is b C2ci c ≥

C
4ci

. Using the martingale property of the rewards, the
expected reward in Step (3) is at least C

2ci
Ru = C

2 ru. This implies the reward in Step (3) for the
policy is at least C

2 times the reward of the future utilization policy executed in Step (2), whose
value in turn is at least 1

4MC/2. Therefore, the value in Step (3) is C
8MC/2.

Lemma 3.3. MC/2 ≥ 1
2MC .

Proof. Consider any policy P feasible for the problem (M1) with cost budget C. Play this policy
w.p. 1/2, and with the remaining probability simply choose the first arm i0. This policy has reward
at least R(P )/2, cost C(P )/2, and probability of choosing any arm I(P ) = 1. This implies this is
feasible for (M1) with cost budget C/2, with half the reward.

Theorem 3.4. For the finite horizon measure, the policy in Figure 2 has reward C
16JC . This implies

there exists an ordering on arms and a simple policy on arms that gives a O(1) approximation to
the reward of a fully adaptive solution.

Proof. The value of the policy is C
8MC/2. From the previous lemma, this is C

16MC . This is C
16VC ,

since MC ≥ VC . Using Lemma 3.1, this is at least C
16
JC
C , as desired.

The above result can now be simplified when all distances are zero and all play costs are unit.
Using the same idea as Corollary 2.10, we have:

Corollary 3.5. The finite horizon multi-armed bandit problem (which is the finite horizon problem
with zero distances and unit play costs) admits to a 12 + ε approximation for any constant ε > 0.

4 Lower Bounds

The main goal of the paper was the constant factor analysis, which the following hardness result
shows to be best possible:
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Theorem 4.1. The future utilization measure under strict distance constraint is Max-SNP hard.

Proof. We use the fact that orienteering is Max-SNP hard, see [12].
Suppose we could solve the future utilization measure upto a factor (1 + ε/3). Given a gap

instance of (max sum) orienteering where node i has reward ri (let R = maxi ri); the prior distribu-
tion Di is that either the arm i gives a fixed reward 1 (which happens with probability εri/(3nR))
or gives a fixed reward 0. The play cost is C = n.

Note that a single play reveals full information in this case and the play costs are irrelevant.
We need to optimize the probability of seeing an arm with reward 1. Suppose a solution visits a
set T then that probability is at most

∑
i∈T εri/(3nR) ≤ ε/3. But that probability is also at least

(1− ε/3)
∑

i∈T εri/(3nR), which uses the fact that we do not stop at an arm i ∈ T with probability
at least 1 − ε/3. Therefore we can determine the optimum T for the orienteering problem upto a
factor (1 + ε/3)/(1− ε/3) < 1 + ε.

Note that the reduction in Theorem 4.1 had C = n, and the main constraint was the distance
constraint L. For the finite horizon version, the exact same reduction shows that when C � L is
very large the finite horizon measure is Max-SNP hard, because the total reward is (ignoring the
lower order terms) the largest reward found in the exploration (the future utilization) times C.
Therefore the above result is the best possible as well, if we obey the distance costs.

5 Conclusion

There are several challenging open questions arising from this work; we mention two of them. First,
we conjecture that constructing a (possibly adaptive) strategy for the budgeted learning problem,
which has no switching costs, is also APX-Hard, i.e., there exists an absolute constant c > 1 such
that it is NP-Hard to produce a solution which is within factor c times the optimum. Secondly,
we have focused exclusively on utility maximization, i.e., maximizing rewards of chosen arms; it
would be interesting to explore other objectives, such as minimizing residual information [31].
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